CONSORTIATING ROLE OF HISTORICAL MEMORY IN FORMATION THE MORAL FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN UKRAINIAN SOCIETY

The article is devoted to the analysis of the consolidating role of historical memory in forming the moral principles of modern Ukrainian society. The significance of historical memory in the development of the collective consciousness of the Ukrainian nation, the translation of all spiritual experience - knowledge of higher moral values: goodness, truth, beauty, love for freedom and justice - to the next generations is highlighted. Man and people in general are considered as the main bearers, actors and creators of historical memory. It is analyzed that the best ethical examples are created in national history as certain ways of comprehension of national interests. They are firmly fixed in historical memory and go to the historical arena in a dialectical progression - in a new form, taking into account the modern conditions of life, new pragmatic knowledge, technologies and ideas that each new generation produces.
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Problem definition. The problem of historical memory as factor of uniting the past, the present and the future, consolidation of Ukrainian society and ensuring political stability is actual nowadays. This problem reflects all historical changes in our society and human conscience, shows increasing social demand for further improvement of social relations.

On the assumption of important conceptual statement of consideration of society as a system of interconnections, we can approve that historical memory of Ukrainian nation represents all historical relations inside the society, including economic, political, cultural, spiritual, moral relations etc. As a result, each person synthesizes all historic heritage and social relations; society becomes similar to the real social and historic relations between people.

Historical memory, which blends seamless and stores in memory of Ukrainian nation, plays the great role in transmission and realization of national and social spiritual experience. In modern historical circumstances, a large number of internal and external problems connected with search and reproduction of essential spiritual and moral orientations produced in the past together with creation of new moral values, ideals and impetuses, which would provide a pillar of support to the consolidation of Ukrainian society, raise. Nowadays there is a necessity for people to have peculiar historical way of thinking that synthesizes, makes connection between past history lessons and global challenges. Ukrainian people should have a sharp awareness of the covered way, define dramatic mistakes and blissful victories in national history and in present-day developments should draw right moral conclusions for delineation of the further perspective of progressive development.

Analysis of recent studies. Famous foreign and domestic researchers have investigated the phenomenon of historical memory. P. Nora (1999), H. Blumenberg (1985), R. Kosellek (2002), A. Mogill (2007), J. Barash (2011) examine this phenomenon in different aspects: as result that is implemented in system of collective signs and is based on myths; as complicated synthesis of religious components; as result of the process of representation, reservation and replication of historical past in social consciousness. The foreign researches place special emphasis on revealing of components of historical memory, searching for its spiritual, religious and existential foundations, but the role of historical memory in consolidation of nation and assuring social integrity and consonance in the context of impetuous historical changes is not investigated deeply.

The problem of consolidation of Ukrainian transitional type society and corresponding social changes is brought up in researches of L. Huberskyj, V. Andrushchenko, M. Mikhalchenko (2004), V. Gorsky (2006), G. Kasyanov (2007), M. Popovich (2006), M. Rozumnyy (2016), M. Ryabchuk (2012), M. Stepiko (2011) and other researchers. Modern researchers point out that over the course of history Ukrainian nation underestimated the role of historical memory in strengthening of the idea of establishment of a state, democracy ideas and human rights. In Soviet period and in Independent period cultural and historical heritage have been lost gradually, what inevitably resulted in great spiritual loss for Ukrainian nation. However, in spite of complicated social and politic conditions, intergroup conflicts and identity crisis, in Ukrainian society by virtue of organization and self-organization processes psychological readiness for the dialogue, conciliation and social welfare is forming gradually.

Among many concepts of role of morality in human and social vital activity in modern scientific literature predominant are the concepts, which underline the direct axiological component. This comes from the fact that forming of a man and social development requires appearance of new spiritual and moral elements of consciousness, values and standards that help with achiev-
vement of mutual understanding and adaptation in modern historical conditions.

The majority of researchers share the following thought: the historical memory is an important attribute of self-

Identification of Ukrainian nation, instrumental value and important factor of forming of national mentality. The problem of development of effective mechanism of consolidation and revealing of social needs, consolidating interests and values of Ukrainian nation remains out of consideration.

**The goal of the paper** is to reveal consolidating role of historical memory in forming of moral standards of modern Ukrainian society.

**Presentation of the basic material.** A priori man in society can be understood only in context of certain historical conditions and social relations, certain concrete historical period. A man is complicated open-circuit system that constantly remains in process of adaptation, forming and dialectical development. Personality should consciously put in order own moral rules, requirements, values and standards of given society, establish moral goals and judge independently of own actions and actions of surrounding. The moral within this meaning is the system of individual and social relations that assure functioning of society in general and each person in particular.

Many factors influence on character of assimilation of moral standards of society. Historical memory takes an important place among these factors as actual collective moral experience of the past. Individual experience - own needs, specific features, values, ideals, beliefs, personal lifestyle, - of course, are an important factor of assimilation of moral experience. This process always is too complicated, continuous and contradictory. Synthesis of historical and moral consciousness occurs subsequently. This allows a man to judge objectively historical events on the ground of formed worldview guidelines of society, common moral values and principles, putting individual sense in it and changing it to own moral standards and principles.

Problem of a man in system of moral relations takes an important place in history of philosophical thought. Philosophical tradition is represented by many historical conceptions of moral nature of a man, the essence, purpose of life and opportunities of existence. Confucius, Democritus, Aristotle, G.W.F. Hegel, I. Kant, A. Schopenhauer, K. Marx, P. Sorokin, G. Skovoroda, P. Yurkevich, M. Drahomanov, E. Fromm and others drew special attention to the moral in human life. Representatives of modern philosophical conceptions also consider that this question should not be neglected.

Certain ideal of a man characterizes each historical period. Forming of this ideal depends on historical and political changes and on changes in worldview as well. Ukraine has made the long and complicated way of its political changes and on changes in worldview, social and economic life happen, necessary to create strong, materially developed state.

In opinion of A. Zdravomyslov, moral values develop in society spontaneously: moral standards along with material interests pierce all spheres of social relations. "They pass into all human activity forms offering worked-out, attached by experience samples of human relations regulation" (Zdravomyslov, 1986: 180). In our view, the historical memory of nation preserves worked-out by previous generations ethical samples in structure of collective experience. A man and nation in general are major bearers, subjects and creators of historical memory. The pest ethical samples establish strongly in memory of nation and come into the historical arena in dialectical progression, in new appearance, considering new standard of living, new pragmatic knowledge, technologies and ideas produced by each new generation. Forming of historical memory proceeds exactly through the translation of knowledge of supreme moral values - goodness, truth, beauty, love for freedom and justice - to the next generation. As a result, such values are accumulated in national history as definite methods of awareness and comprehension of national interests that should be dialectically implemented into real historical events.

Famous Ukrainian philosopher V. Pazynok proposed peculiar approach to understanding role of a man in system of moral relations and considered its main function in forming of new paradigm of justice and solidarity. In his opinion, to create a new paradigm of social existence it is essential to develop the concept of peculiarly fair human solidarity "... on condition of the alignment of solidarity and morality ... peculiar supplementation rationality with
sensuality, intelligence with senses” (Pazenok, 1999: 150). Subjective uniting of moral and sensual with rational leads to man’s coincidence. Acceptance and practical realization of such model of behavior, in our view, requires certain moral effort from a man. That particular invariant content might become a basis of paradigm of fair solidarity and new sociality, which would be an ontological ground of new, postmodern Ukrainian society that allows perfect developing of human moral. In our opinion, this approach would facilitate state establishment and consolidation of modern Ukrainian nation, create conditions for strengthening, enrichment of its historical memory and providing with inheritance of generations.

In this context, we agree with strategy of M. Rozumnyy (2016) in sphere of social consciousness and information policy in our country on statement of conception "Ukraine - common home". Author of the strategy proposes excluding any ethnic, confession or language discrimination of citizens from historical participation in social and political life, but make citizen responsible morally for prestige of their state, its security and defending national interests (Rozumnyy, 2016).

Generally known theory of social systems allows us to investigate modern Ukrainian society in unity of all its components. According to the main principle of this theory, society is comprehensive system that develops and has its own structure, which is unity of stable interrelations between elements of system. This theory was developed by V. Arshinov, A. Bogdanov, V. Kochanowski, R. Merton, V. Mykhaylovskyi, V. Kaidalov, A. Nazaretyan, T. Parsons, I. Prigogin, I. Stengers, A. Uyomov, H. Haken and others. In view of V. Kochanowski, the system is "general scientific concept that expresses complex of elements that are in relations with each other and with environment, what forms unity and integrity" (Kochanowski, 1999: 277). A. Bogdanov emphasized that "any organized system is preserved as far as its consuming energy are balanced with assimilation of energy from outside…” (Bogdanov, 1989: 260). On the basis of this concept we consider Ukrainian society as integral system, which consists particularly of historical memory as moral and spiritual experience of nation and part of its national history and culture. Historical memory as important spiritual basis of society is in charge of its confident self-sufficient motion to new historical shifts. In his time, defining substance of a society, American sociologist T. Parsons used criterion that was set almost by Aristotle. The society is such type of social system among any universe of social systems, which reaches the highest level of self-sufficiency relating to its surrounding. A man as analytically independent system interacts actively with the social system. In mind of scientist, “as far as social system is created by interactions between human individuals, each participant is an actor (that has some aims, ideas, settings etc.) and an object of interaction for other actors and for one’s own at the same time” (Parsons, 1993: 140). The system of interactions, on his opinion, is an aspect that appears analytically abstracted from total collection of activity processes of interaction participants. At the same time, these individuals are organisms, personalities and members of cultural systems. In our view, the inherent to the certain nation system of interaction is quintessence of nation’s historical memory that consists of culture, mentality, spiritual and moral leads of society etc. This system of interaction develops in society for a long time, is kept and passed through communication to new generation that reconsiders it and restores dialectically in a changed way in new historical conditions.

So, spiritual and moral values appears an important uniting element between the society, social environment and individual, personality, the inner world. Any human interest, that appears on historical stage of nation’s development and reasoning in the capacity of "really human" interest that fits into the system of historical memory of nation only via moral consciousness and system of moral relations. However, inevitable divergence of private interests, moral values of particular subjects, interests and values of the state and any social formations.

The theory of social and cultural dynamics by P. Sorokin also helps in understanding of important role of a man as bearer of historical memory in system of moral relations. Major creed of this thinker is "a man is necessary and main condition of history of humanity, which is inconceivable and impossible without the man" (Sorokin, 1992: 519). P. Sorokin pointed out that maturity and fortitude of personality could be defined with presence of clear-cut moral convictions and confidence in own moral values. Due to the main thesis of this theory, we consider historical memory as basis of forming the system of spiritual and moral values and social consciousness in general. However, historically the society always have been characterized by heterogeneity through presence of large amount of subjects that have different levels of moral and culture, range of needs and interests, own views and values. These elements also determine further behavior of a man. Along with the mentioned, subjects give preferences to different models of behavior and activities. This dialectical discrepancy influences significantly on vital activity, social practice of society in general, determining its process greatly. Any historical changes in the society in any case are connected with activity of a man that is capable to establish goals and chose ways to succeed on the base of moral standards of present society. Full negation of moral values and standards by the majority of subjects of the society in all areas of its life indicates crisis state of the society in general; it emerges in chaos, uncertainty of the system and leads inevitably to the search of new values that conform with traditions of certain nation, moral stimuli and criteria in society. Therefore, transformation of moral values and standards from one historical period to another happens in such a way. The result of such selection remains in national historical memory that aims consolidation of nation and providing with political stability.

Analyzing the role of a man in society and reflecting on society consolidation scheme, famous positivist H. Spencer in his time considered man as a center of all social relations, particularly moral. He claimed, “in order to form a correct estimate of society, it is necessary to examine the nature of individuals which it consists of” (Spencer, 1906: 24). The essence of the Spencer’s theory consists in the following: historical type of a society is determined by the nature of components of its units, and each social phenomenon should have certain properties of individual, including moralities, at the bottom of it.

In our opinion, analyzing the specificity of interaction between man and society and obtaining consensus in between, we can see the following pattern: a man aiming for the need gratification enters into social, moral and other relations with other people. If the society meets the needs and requirements of the man, social relations of assertive communication and consent appears between them. In exchange, the social environment also aspires to receive estimated values of this person: shaping of the social and moral qualities, such as hard-working nature, orderliness, discipline, responsibility and so on, and practical embodi-
ment of these qualities in different spheres of life. If it is attained, social relations of meaningful cooperation and consensus become establihed. A person emerges as part of the environment, which gives desired amement in response to self-organization process. When subjects of social interaction do not receive amenities from each other, relations between them become conflictual. Accordingly, social relations appear in in various capacities, but in any case, they establish on the basis of human desire of different material, economic and moral benefits and values. According aspiration is conditioned by both human and society needs. The result of this aspiration depends on mutual considering of moral principles that exist in society historically and thus are the part of historical memory.

Post-modernity concept representatives takes the stand that this conception should keep some features of art nouveau period (values of the rule-of-law state, basic rights and duties of citizens) and develop them into new synthesis of substantiality and modernization. It can be said that the historical memory provides this important synthesis in transitional historic periods of social development. Post-modernists, while analyzing transition from industrial society to post-industrial society, place great value on the spiritual, cultural and moral factors of a society and so called symbolic parties of the production. The main idea of post-modernism lies in particular in synthesis of rationalism and irrationalism. However, as Y. Astafiev states, post-modern relations are characterized with "the best pluralism, alternativeness" (Acmat‘e, 1992: 64) in views, but in the same time there are blurring of social lines and uncertainty in expressing of own desires.

The communicative practical philosophy representatives - K.-O. Apel, D. Bohler, V. Hóspeed, V. Kullman, P. Ulrich, J. Habermas - developed basic version of the modern Western European communicative paradigm and justified the value of concepts of communicative ethics of responsibility with the aim of value-based reorientation, spiritual and moral society renewal, solution to politic and ethnic conflicts, ecological problem solving. This paradigm can be used for consolidation of modern Ukrainian society. In opinion of K.-O. Apel, proposed paradigm is directed to the solution of main collision of the modern philosophy - collision between analytic philosophy and existentialism, in other words, between scientism and humanism. The thinker maintained that "only the ethics, which is substantiated with transcendental and pragmatic reflection on the base of rights and duties of all members of ideal communicative community, is capable of grounding solidarity by means of equality and overall responsibility of all members of ideal communicative community" (cit. by: Yermolenko, 1999: 412). We should agree that this general consolidating moral principal of activities should come into the historical memory of the nation and consciousness of each person, become the main moral creed and come into all democratic institutions pf modern society.

Representatives of post-modernism - R. Barthes, J. Baudrillard, J.-F. Lyotard, P. Rícœur, R. Rorty, C. Castoriadis, P. Kozlowski, M. Foucault - claim that scientific and technical development are cultural and historic development. Post-modernists, exploring "moral" term also connects it with the concept that means inevitable part of human existence connected with standards, liabilities, interdictions that are characterized with universal requirements and enforcement effect (Rícœur, 1995: 272). Following moral standards P. Rícœur connects with rationality requirement that generates practical intelligence. As a result, the following logical conclusion can be made: practical intelligence also is an important part of historical memory of society as indispensable feature of human activity that is connected with the moment of historical choice and realization of personal accountability and obligations to others. This capability of intelligence up to now provides possibility of realizing which criteria should dictate rules of activity to know for sure that the rule can be universal law for each person in each historical circumstances without regard to consequences.

Conclusion
The carried out analysis allows making the following conclusion: the process of adoption of moral standards of the society y individual appears complicated and controversial. Many factors have influence on this process. Historical memory has a special place among them in the quality of actual moral experience of the past and individual features, needs, interests, values and special way of life. This spiritual and historical experience forms and accumulates within certain historical period, but it cannot be totally similar for the next generations because of new historical changes, appearance of new activities and increasing of pragmatism, critical view unideal past experience. In the result of the process of forming of historical memory dialectic spiral, which is relayed to the next generations in modified form, appears. A "distance" between generations is natural process that attests to alternation of generation and inevitability of course of history.

The historical memory gives an opportunity to realize individual belonging to the society and its unique history, independently react and realize social demands, make decisions, produce own moral rules of life and evaluate concrete historical reality.

The analysis of the value of historical memory in forming of moral principles of modern Ukrainian society allows emphasizing on its consolidating role in creation
of new stable moral ideals, strengthening the idea of state formation, democracy and human rights. At the same time, we can trace relation back of the moral system on historical memory paradigm changes, when properties of advanced thinkers and scientists are passed to the whole society, what allows solving of practical and worldview tasks and forming of new moral ideal of a man.  

Any historical changes in society in any case pass through the inner world and moral of a man. They reflect in the man's moral and historical consciousness, worldview, and correspond with personal views of the world and relations in it. However, in order to give insights into some historical event, new moral (national) idea should be apprehensible for individual and society, it should consolidate the society on new progressive actions to be learnt. Such reconsideration happens through the prism of own moral consciousness, personal aspects (needs, interests) and psychological components of a man. The idea can be implemented only when each individual feels a need in it. Above-mentioned theme would be reflected in our further researches. An attention would be given to the mechanisms of forming of clear national idea as part of historical memory.  
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Стаття присвячена аналізу консолідуючої ролі історичної пам'яті у формуванні моральних засад сучасного українського соціуму. Висвітлено значення історичної пам'яті у виробленні колективної свідомості української нації, трансляції усього духовного досвіду наступним поколінням, - знань про вищі моральні цінності: добро, істину, красу, любов до свободи та справедливості. Людина і народ у цілому розглядаються як головні носії і творці історичної пам'яті. Проаналізовано базові етичні принципи національної історії як певні способи усвідомлення та осмислення національних інтересів. Вони міцно закріплюються в історичній пам'яті і виходять на історичну арену в діалектичній прогресії, - у новому вигляді, враховуючи сучасні умови життєдіяльності, нові прагматичні знання, технології та ідеї, притаманні кожному новому поколінню. Доведено, що у процесі взаємодії між людиною та суспільством, а також у виникненні консенсусу між ними можна простежити таку закономірність: людина, реалізуючи свої різноманітні потреби, вступає в соціальні, моральні та інші відносини з іншими людьми; якщо суспільство йде назустріч її бажанням та вимогам, - між ними виникають соціальні відносини позитивної взаємодії, злагоди. У свою чергу, соціальне середовище теж прагне отримати від людини деякі цінності та ресурси, - формування в неї таких морально-соціальних якос- тей, як працелюбство, законослушність, дисциплінованість, відповідальність тощо та їхнє ефективне практичне втілення у різноманітних сферах життєдіяльності. Якщо це досягається, то між людьми і соціальним середовищем, яке надає їм бажані блага, завдяки процесу самоорганізації складаються соціальні відносини конструктивної співпраці та консенсусу. Якщо ж суб'єкти соціальної взаємодії не досягають збалансованого відношення, - вони вступають у конфліктні відносини, які можуть привести до соціальної катастрофи. У свою чергу, соціальне середовище, щоб втілити свою власну ідею, присвоївши собі відповідні цінності, розвивається, змінюється, адаптується до сучасних умов життя, формуючи нові соціальні відносини, які зумовлюються змінами в соціумі.
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